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The successful operation of quantum computers relies on protecting qubits from decoherence and noise

which, if uncorrected, will lead to erroneous results. These errors accumulate during an algorithm and

thus correcting them becomes a key requirement for large-scale and fault-tolerant quantum information

processors. Besides computational errors, which can be addressed by quantum error correction
1–9

, the

carrier of the information can also be completely lost or the information can leak out of the computational

space
10–14

. It is expected that such loss errors will occur at rates that are comparable to computational

errors. Here we experimentally implement a full cycle of qubit loss detection and correction on a minimal

instance of a topological surface code
15,16

in a trapped-ion quantum processor. The key technique for this

correction is a quantum non-demolition measurement via an ancillary qubit, which acts as a minimally

invasive probe to detect absent qubits while only imparting the minimal quantum-mechanically possible

disturbance on the remaining qubits. Upon detecting qubit loss, a recovery procedure is triggered in real-

time, which maps the logical information onto a new encoding on the remaining qubits. Although the

current demonstration is performed in a trapped-ion quantum processor
17

, the protocol is applicable to

other quantum computing architectures and error correcting codes, including leading 2D and 3D topo-

logical codes. These methods provide a complete toolbox for the correction of qubit loss that complements

techniques to mitigate computational errors, which together constitute the building blocks for complete

and scalable quantum error correction.

Qubit loss comes in a variety of physical incarnations
such as the loss of particles encoding the qubits in atomic
and photonic implementations11–14, but also as leakage out
of the two-dimensional computational-qubit subspace in
multi-level solid-state18 and atomic, molecular, and opti-
cal systems11. Whereas progress has been made in char-
acterizing and suppressing the rate of loss and leakage
processes19–23, in many platforms these processes still oc-
cur at rates of the same order of magnitude as other er-
rors, such as amplitude damping in trapped-ion qubits en-
coded in meta-stable states of optical transitions11. It
is known that unnoticed and uncorrected qubit loss and
leakage will severely affect the performance of quan-
tum processors18,24, and thus dedicated protocols to fight
this error source have been devised. These protocols in-
clude 4-qubit quantum erasure codes10, which have been
implemented using photons and post-selective quantum
state analysis12,13, as well as protocols proposed to cope
with qubit loss in the surface code15,25,26 and 2D color
codes27,28. To date, an experimental implementation of de-
terministic detection and correction of qubit loss and leak-
age, both of which we will refer to as loss in the following,
remains an outstanding challenge.

A general, architecture independent protocol to protect

quantum information against loss errors consists in (i) the
initial encoding of logical states into a multi-qubit regis-
ter, (ii) a quantum non demolition (QND) measurement
scheme that determines the position of potentially lost
qubits, (iii) a reconstruction algorithm that, if not too many
loss events have occurred, reconstructs the damaged code,
and (iv) a final set of measurements that fixes the new code
by initializing the new stabilizers.

In this work, we encode a single logical qubit in an
excerpt of the surface code15,16, which is a topological
QEC code where physical qubits reside on the edges of
a 2D square lattice, see Fig. 1a. The surface code is a
Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) code29,30, for which stabi-
lizer operators are associated to each vertex V (blue cross
in Fig. 1a) via SX

V =’ j2V Xj and to each plaquette P (green
square in Fig. 1a) via SZ

P = ’ j2P Z j where Xj,Yj,Z j are
Pauli matrices acting on the physical qubit j. All stabiliz-
ers mutually commute and their common +1 eigenspace
fixes the code space that hosts the logical quantum states
|yLi, i.e. SZ

P|yLi = SX
V |yLi = |yLi for all plaquettes and

vertices. Operators that define and induce flips of the logi-
cal basis states |0Li and |1Li are the logical generators T Z

and T X , respectively. They commute with all stabilizers
and can be chosen as products of X and Z operators along
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Figure 1. The surface code and correction of qubit loss. a, Logical qubits are encoded collectively in many physical qubits (grey
circles) that are located on the edges of a 2D square lattice. The code space is defined via four-qubit SZ and SX stabilizers acting on
groups of qubits residing around plaquettes (green square) and vertices (blue cross) of the lattice. Logical T Z and T X operators are
defined along strings of qubits that span the entire lattice along two non-trivial paths, as depicted as the vertical green (horizontal blue)
string for T Z (T X ). (Right panel) Logical string operators do not have unique support but can be deformed by multiplication with
stabilizers, as illustrated for T Z (T X ) that is deformed into eT Z (eT X ) by the green plaquette (blue vertex) stabilizer. b, (Left panel)
Excerpt of the qubit lattice suffering the loss (orange arrow) of a physical qubit (white circle). The loss affects two plaquette operators
SZ

1 and SZ
2 and two vertex operators SX

1 and SX
2 . (Right panel) The correction algorithm consists of introducing a new merged Z stabilizer

generator as eSZ
1 = SZ

1 SZ
2 , which does not involve the lost qubit, and two new X stabilizers eSX

1 , eSX
2 , both having reduced support on three

qubits unaffected by the loss.

strings that span the entire lattice, see Fig. 1a.
To recover a logical qubit affected by qubit loss, one

needs to switch to an equivalent set of stabilizers {eSX
V , eSZ

P}
and logical operators {eT X , eT Z} defined only on qubits that
are not affected by losses. For this redefinition we follow
the scheme introduced in Ref.25 and shown in Fig. 1b. No-
tably, the logical operators do not have unique support as
equivalent operators eT X and eT Z can be obtained by mul-
tiplying T X and T Z by any subset of stabilizers. For the
surface code this results in the deformation of the string
of physical qubits which supports the logical operator, see
Fig. 1a. For too many losses, however, finding such an
equivalent logical operator might not be possible. Since
each loss event results in the deletion of one edge (bond)
of the 2D square lattice, the question if such a path support-
ing a logical operator exists maps to the classical problem
of bond percolation, which results for the surface code in a
threshold of tolerable qubit loss rate in the absence of other
errors as high as 50%25.

Inspired by the surface code stabilizer structure, we im-
plement a subspace defined by three stabilizers on four
qubits that allows us to experimentally explore the recon-
struction protocol as described in Fig. 2a. We note that this
subspace is neither an error detection nor correction code
for Pauli errors but the logical information can be made ro-
bust to the loss of qubit 1. For the physical realization of
this code we consider a string of 40Ca+ ions confined in
a linear Paul trap17. Each ion represents a physical qubit

encoded in the electronic levels S1/2(m =�1/2) = |0i and
D5/2(m = �1/2) = |1i. Our setup is capable of realiz-
ing a universal set of quantum gate operations consisting
in (a) single-qubit rotations by an angle q around the z-
axis of the form RZ

j (q) = exp(�iqZ j/2) on the jth ion,
(b) collective qubit rotations around the x- and the y-axes
of the form Rs (q) = exp(�iq Â j s j/2) with s = X or
Y via a laser beam addressing the entire register, and (c)
multi-qubit Mølmer-Sørensen entangling gate operations
MSX (q) = exp(�iq Â j<` XjX`/2)31. This gate set is com-
plemented by single qubit hiding and unhiding operations
in order to apply collective multi-qubit operations to only
a subset of qubits17. Similarly this technique is used to
read out individual qubits within the register without in-
fluencing the other qubits, see Supplementary Information
for details.

In order to benchmark the performance of the protocol
we will introduce qubit loss in a controlled way as leak-
age to another electronic level outside the computational
subspace, see Fig. 3a. Leakage is the dominant form of
qubit loss in ion-trap architectures, whereas our protocol
is also applicable to other forms of loss and architectures.
The qubit potentially suffering a loss is partially pumped
out of its computational subspace {S1/2(m =�1/2) = |0i,
D5/2(m = �1/2) = |1i} by coherently driving the carrier
transition S1/2(m = �1/2) = |0i $ D5/2(m = �5/2) =
|2i. In the following this is referred to as the loss oper-
ation Rloss(f) where the probability of loss from the state
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Figure 2. Experimental realization of the 1+4-qubit algorithm aiming at loss detection and correction. a, Minimal four-qubit
system for the experimental realization of the full loss correction protocol. The code is defined by three stabilizers, SZ

1 = Z1Z2,
SZ

2 = Z1Z3 (green squares) and SX
1 = X1X2X3X4 (blue cross) and stores a single logical qubit with logical operators T Z = Z1Z4, T X = X4

and TY = iT X T Z . In the event of a loss (orange arrow) of qubit 1 (white circle), the merged Z stabilizer eSZ
1 = SZ

1 SZ
2 = Z2Z3 and a new

X stabilizer eSX
1 = X2X3X4 with reduced support on the remaining three qubits are introduced for the new enconding. The logical

operators equivalent to the previous ones are eT Z = SZ
1 T Z = Z2Z4, eT X = X4 and eTY = ieT X eT Z

b, Expectation values for logical operators
(T ), stabilizers (S), and code space populations (PCS), defined in the Supplementary Information, for the logical superposition state
|+iLi = (|0Li+ i |1Li)/

p
2. A loss rate of 25 % was induced on qubit 1. All values are estimated from four-qubit quantum state

tomography, with ideal values shaded in the background. c, In the absence of loss, the logical encoding remains largely intact. d,
In case of loss, we reconstruct the code on the three remaining qubits after measuring the shrunk stabilizer of the new enconding
eSX

1 = X2X3X4 and selecting the appropriate Pauli basis, i.e. performing a Pauli frame update in the case of a �1 outcome in the eSX
1

measurement.

|0i is given by sin2(f/2). The loss rate on the logical qubit
is the product of the loss probability with the population in
|0i.

To detect a loss event we implement a QND measure-
ment as shown in Fig. 3a, which signals the loss of a code
qubit by a bit-flip on an ancillary qubit prepared in the
state |0i, followed by an addressed readout of the ancil-
lary qubit. The key ingredient of this QND measurement
is a two-qubit entangling gate operation MSX (p) that per-
forms a collective bit-flip operation on the code and an-
cilla qubits if the code qubit is present. If the code qubit
has been lost, on the other hand, regardless of whether
loss occurs from the |0i or |1i state, this operation acts
only on the ancilla, on which it performs an identity oper-
ation, see Supplementary Information for details. A sub-
sequent collective bit-flip RX (p) = X will flip the ancilla
qubit to |1i before its addressed readout. In the case that
no loss occurred, the collective bit-flip induced by MSX (p)
will be undone by the RX (p) = X operation and the an-
cilla qubit will end in the state |0i17. The code qubit,
on the other hand, will in this case undergo a non-unitary
evolution given by (up to normalization) r 7! ErE† with
E = |1ih1|+ cos(f/2) |0ih0|, which for small loss rates

(f ⇠ 0) converges to the identity operation. This is a conse-
quence of the information gain via the ancilla measurement
that no loss has incurred in this instance, see Supplemen-
tary Information.

We test the loss detection sub-circuit on the full 5-qubit
register by driving the loss transition Rloss(f) on qubit 1
and measuring the population in the D5/2-state on both
code and ancilla qubit. This measurement does not distin-
guish between the different Zeeman sublevels of the D5/2-
state manifold. Fig. 3b shows that loss detected by the an-
cilla qubit matches the loss induced on qubit 1 within sta-
tistical uncertainty, indicating that a loss event is reliably
detected. The quantified detection efficiency is 96.5(4)%,
with a false positive rate of 3(+1

�1) % and a false negative
rate of 1(+1

�1) %.
Note that for very low loss rates, the fidelity of the final

state after correcting qubit loss will be limited by imperfec-
tions in the QND loss detection unit, see Supplementary
Information for details. In order to quantify the perfor-
mance of the QND detection scheme in the absence of loss,
we reconstruct the Choi matrix32 of the corresponding non-
unitary map using generalized quantum process tomogra-
phy. The reconstructed Choi matrix shown in Fig. 3c con-
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firms this dynamical behavior expected in the no loss case
with a process fidelity of 90(2)% with ⇠ 20% (f = 0.3p)
loss from |0i. This demonstrates that information about
loss on the code qubit can be reliably mapped onto the an-
cilla qubit. For general loss detection purposes, one could
use the detection unit to probe all code qubits within the
register sequentially.

To investigate the robustness of our minimal instance
logical qubit against loss, we combine the loss de-
tection unit and conditional correction step in a 1+4-
qubit algorithm sketched in Fig. 2a. The experimen-
tal sequence for encoding an arbitrary input state of the
form |yLi= cos(a/2) |0Li+ isin(a/2) |1Li in our ion-
trap quantum computer is given in Supplementary Infor-
mation. The logical basis states |0Li and |1Li encoded
by the initial stabilizers read |0Li= (|0000i+ |1111i)/

p
2

and |1Li= (|0001i+ |1110i)/
p

2. These GHZ-states
are produced with a single fully-entangling MS-gate
MSX (p/2) acting on all four code qubits, supported by
additional local operations. Loss is observed using the
QND-detection unit utilizing an ancilla qubit for loss read-
out. In this smallest excerpt of the surface code we con-
sider potential qubit loss to happen on qubit 1 only, and
hence we only probe qubit 1 using the QND detection
unit as indicated in Fig. 2a. Conditional on the detec-
tion of a loss event, our control scheme triggers a real-
time deterministic code restoration via feed-forward. If
no loss is detected, the logical states can be verified by
measuring the generators of the stabilizer group {SZ

1 =
Z1Z2,SZ

2 = Z1Z3,SX
1 = X1X2X3X4} as well as the logical

operators {T Z = Z1Z4,T X = X4,TY = iT X T Z} of the orig-
inal encoding. If loss occurs, the encoded logical informa-
tion can be restored by switching to an encoding defined
on a smaller subset of three qubits. This is realized by a
projective measurement of the shrunk stabilizer of the new
enconding eSX

1 = X2X3X4, which after the loss is in an un-
determined state. This initializes the three-qubit stabilizer
in a +1 (or �1) eigenstate, where the �1 case requires
a redefinition of the Pauli basis (Pauli frame update)33,34,
see Supplementary Information for details. For this stabi-
lizer readout, a freshly initialized ancilla qubit is needed.
In our implementation we recycle the ancilla qubit, pre-
viously used for the QND loss detection, since it remains
unaffected by the measurement in the loss case. Following
this procedure, the initial logical encoding is reconstructed
in the smaller subset of three qubits, see Fig. 2a.

We now present the results obtained from the full imple-
mentation of the 1+4-qubit algorithm, as shown in Fig. 2.
Data was taken for three different input states, namely the
logical basis states |0Li and |1Li, presented in Supplemen-
tary Information, as well as their respective superposition
|+iLi = (|0Li+ i |1Li)/

p
2 presented here. To verify the

initialization of |+iLi we reconstruct the experimental den-
sity matrix via four-qubit quantum state tomography on the
code qubits, yielding a fidelity of 84(1)% with the ideal
state. From the reconstructed density matrix we further
extract the components of the “logical” Bloch vector, rep-
resented by expectation values of the associated logical op-
erators, the code space population PCS, explained in the
Supplementary Information, and the expectation values of
the stabilizer generators summarized in Fig. 2b.

After the encoding, partial loss on qubit 1 is induced by
coherently exciting the loss transition Rloss(f) for differ-
ent values of f . Here, we present the case of a loss rate
of 25 %, i.e. f = 0.5p , and other values are found in Sup-
plementary Information. Loss is detected by a QND mea-
surement mapping the information of loss onto the ancilla
qubit, followed by a projective measurement of the ancilla
qubit. The measurement result triggers a real-time deter-
ministic code restoration via feed-forward. If no loss is
detected quantum state tomography on all four code qubits
is performed to verify the initial encoding |+iLi to be still
intact, with a fidelity of 66(1)% with the expected state,
see Fig. 2c. In case of detecting loss the code is switched
to the remaining three qubits by a projective measurement
of the shrunk stabilizer eSX

1 as illustrated in Fig. 2a and a
Pauli frame update in case of a �1 outcome. Quantum
state tomography yields a fidelity of the resulting three-
qubit logical state |+iLi of 78(1)%, see Fig. 2d.

The observed decrease in fidelity after loss detection is
mainly due to cross-talk between neighboring ions result-
ing in unitary errors on the final state, and dephasing due
to laser-frequency and magnetic-field fluctuations. Addi-
tionally in the no-loss case, the ancilla qubit has scattered
photons during the in-sequence loss detection. This heats
up the ion-string, decreasing the quality of the subsequent
tomography operations.

Our work demonstrates the first deterministic detection
and correction of qubit loss. Our building blocks are read-
ily applicable to leading QEC codes such as the surface
and color code and fully compatible with the framework
of topological QEC. Whereas demonstrated here on an ion
quantum processor, essentially all experimental quantum
computing platforms are affected by qubit loss or leakage
and could thus benefit from our methods. Fault-tolerant
versions of the presented routines in combination with cor-
rection of computational errors constitute required exten-
sions towards large-scale quantum computers.

Data availability The authors declare that the data un-
derlying the findings of this work is available on: https:
//doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3900057.
Code availability All codes used for data analysis are available from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Here we provide further experimental and theoretical results and details on the detection and correction of qubit loss.
We start in Sec. I by presenting the quantum circuit specifically tailored for the toolbox given by our ion-trap quantum
computer. We continue in Sec. II by explaining our approach to hide certain ions from the dynamics of collective Mølmer-
Sørenson entangling gates as well as collective readout operations by shelving their population in Zeeman sublevels
outside the computational subspace. In Sec. III we discuss the effective dynamics of the QND qubit loss detection scheme
and deliver experimental data characterizing these dynamics. In Sec. IV we provide complementary results on the full
1+4-qubit detection and correction algorithm for a larger number of logical input states and for in total three different
qubit loss rates. In Sec. V we present a model, which accounts for dominant experimental imperfections in the QND loss
detection circuit and discuss how these limit the performance for current system parameters in the regime of low qubit
loss rates.

I. CIRCUIT REPRESENTATION OF THE 1+4 QUBIT LOSS DETECTION AND CORRECTION ALGORITHM

The smallest instance for implementing a correction from qubit losses in the surface code is defined by four physical
qubits forming a logical qubit in one plaquette as shown Fig. 2a in the main text. An additional ancilla qubit is required
for QND loss detection. This leads to the 1+4-qubit loss detection and correction algorithm under study in the main text.
In our detection and correction protocol, loss is considered to happen on qubit 1 only.
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Figure S1. Gate sequence of the 1+4-qubit loss detection and correction algorithm. a, Encoding sequence implementing the
smallest excerpt of Kitaev’s surface code employing 4 physical qubits. Logical states of the form |yLi= cos(a/2) |0Li+ isin(a/2) |1Li
with |0Li= (|0000i+ |1111i)/

p
2 and |1Li= (|0001i+ |1110i)/

p
2 are encoded and loss is induced in a controlled fashion on qubit

1. b, QND detection unit identifying potential loss events on qubit 1. Conditional on the loss detection, our control scheme either
keeps the original code or triggers a real-time deterministic code restoration via feed-forward. c, The depicted gate sequence aims
at measuring the shrunk stabilizer eSX

1 = X2X3X4 to reconstruct the code in the smaller subset of the remaining three qubits. For this
purpose we reuse the ancilla qubit from the detection-circuit, since it remains unaffected by the measurement in the loss case.

The related 5-qubit gate sequence, optimized for our ion-trap quantum computer, to encode an arbitrary logical in-
put state of the form |yLi= cos(a/2) |0Li+ isin(a/2) |1Li is depicted in Fig. S1a. In our experimental toolbox the
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Mølmer-Sørenson entangling gate operations MSX (q) = exp(�iq Â j<` XjX`/2) 31 acts as the entangling gate for multi-
qubit operations. A fully-entangling gate MSX (p/2), acting on all four code qubits, alongside local operations on qubit 4
lead to the GHZ-type logical basis states |0Li= (|0000i+ |1111i)/

p
2 and |1Li= (|0001i+ |1110i)/

p
2.

The subsequent QND loss detection unit in part B of Fig. S1 combines a 2-qubit MSX (p) followed by a collective
bit-flip RX (p) = X . In the absence of loss the MSX (p) performs a bit-flip on both qubits present in the detection scheme.
Whenever qubit 1 is outside the computational subspace spanned by |0i and |1i, i.e. loss occurs, the MS-gate couples only
to the ancilla qubit performing an identity operation, as can be seen from the argument of the exponential Â j<` XjX` =
XjXj = I in the above definition of the MS-gate. The subsequent X operation flips the state of the ancilla qubit to |1i
followed by its addressed readout signaling the event of loss. If no loss was detected both gates add up to an overall
identity operation leaving the logical encoding unaffected. In this way information about loss is mapped onto the ancilla
qubit, which can be read out without influencing the logical encoding. Consequently, the described unit works in a
quantum non demolition (QND) way. By probing all code qubits sequentially, one could extend this protocol to check the
entire register for loss.

In the absence of loss, the logical encoding remains intact and can be verified by measuring the generators of the
stabilizer group {SZ

1 = Z1Z2,SZ
2 = Z1Z3,SX

1 = X1X2X3X4} as well as the logical operators {T Z = Z1Z4,T X = X4,TY =
iT X T Z} of the original encoding. If loss is detected on qubit 1, the encoded logical information can be restored by
switching to an encoding defined on a smaller subset of three qubits, see Fig. 2a in the main text. The merged Z stabilizer
eSZ

1 = SZ
1 SZ

2 = Z2Z3 and a new X stabilizer eSX
1 = X2X3X4 are introduced. This newly defined shrunk stabilizer eSX

1 = X2X3X4
is, after the loss of qubit 1, in an undetermined state and needs to be measured to initialize the stabilizer in a +1 (or �1)
eigenstate. Here, the �1 case requires a redefinition of the Pauli basis, as so called Pauli frame update 33, 34. The respective
gate sequence mapping the syndrome onto the ancilla qubit, which is then read out, is shown in Fig. S1c. For this purpose
we reuse the ancilla qubit from the QND detection unit, since it remains unaffected by the projective measurement in the
loss case. Finally the logcial encoding is restored in a new encoding defined by the remaining three qubits.

II. SPECTROSCOPIC DECOUPLING AND RECOUPLING OF IONS

The circuit for the QND loss detection, depicted in Fig. S1b, requires a 2-qubit entangling operation MSX (p). This
entangling gate operation is performed by a collective laser beam illuminating the entire ion string. However, these
operations can be applied to a subset of qubits, by temporarily shelving the electronic populations of qubits not taking
part in Zeeman sublevels outside the computational subspace. More precisely, population from the lower qubit state
S1/2(m = �1/2) = |0i is spectroscopically decoupled to D5/2(m = +1/2) and population from the upper qubit state
D5/2(m =�1/2) = |1i is spectroscopically decoupled to S1/2(m =+1/2). In the main text we refer to this as hiding and
unhiding operations. A similar technique can be applied to read out individual qubits in the register without influencing
the other qubits. Such addressed readout of (ancilla) qubits is essential to allow us to detect a qubit loss event and trigger
a subsequent correction step via feed-forward.

III. QND LOSS DETECTION

This section begins with providing theoretical details of the protocol that introduces the loss and on the QND loss
detection. We then also present additional experimental data characterizing the QND loss detection.

Loss from one computational basis state. – The controlled loss operation on a code qubit (q) from |0i is realized by
coherently transferring qubit population partially from the computational subspace spanned by {|0i = S1/2(m = �1/2)
and |1i= D5/2(m =�1/2)} into the state |2i= D5/2(m =�5/2) via a coherent rotation Rloss(f)

Rloss(f) = |1ih1|q + cos
f
2

⇣
|0ih0|q + |2ih2|q

⌘
+ sin

f
2

⇣
|0ih2|q � |2ih0|q

⌘
. (S1)

The QND loss detection is realized by the circuit shown in Fig. S1b. It consists of an MS-gate operation MSX (p)
between the code qubit (q) and the ancilla qubit (a) initially prepared in |0i, followed by single-qubit bit flips RX(p)
applied to both the ancilla and the code qubit, and a projective measurement of the ancilla qubit in the computational
basis. The two-qubit MS-gate applied to the data qubit (q) and the ancilla qubit (a) realizes the unitary

MSX (f) = exp
✓
�i

f
2

XaXq

◆
=


cos

✓
f
2

◆
(1� |2ih2|q)� isin

✓
f
2

◆
XaXq

�
+ |2ih2|q , (S2)
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which is generated by Xi = |0ih1|i+ |1ih0|i, for i = q,a, respectively, and reduces for f = p to MSX (p) = |2ih2|q� iXaXq.
Note that if both the code qubit q and the ancilla qubit a are initially in the computational subspace, this two-qubit operation
realizes a collective bit flip (within the computational subspace). In contrast, if the code qubit is in |2i, i.e. outside the
computational subspace, the state of the code and ancilla qubit remains unchanged under this operation 31.

The subsequent single-qubit rotations RX(p) (bit flips) on both the data and the ancilla qubits are realized by

RX
a (p) =�i(|0ih1|a + |1ih0|a) (S3)

RX
q (p) = |2ih2|q � i(|0ih1|q + |1ih0|q) (S4)

and the final unitary evolution will be given by

U = RX
a (p)RX

q (p)MSX (p)Rloss(f) = A(0)⌦1a +A(1)⌦Xa (S5)

where

A(0)
q = |1ih1|q + cos

f
2
|0ih0|q + sin

f
2
|0ih2|q , (S6)

A(1)
q = sin

f
2
|2ih0|q � cos

f
2
|2ih2|q . (S7)

If we assume that no population is present initially in the |2iq state the operators U (0) and U (1) will reduce to

A(0)
q = |1ih1|q + cos

f
2
|0ih0|q , (S8)

A(1)
q = sin

f
2
|2ih0|q . (S9)

The single qubit process arising from the QND measurement and acting on the code qubit q can be then described by two
maps E0 and E1 defined as follows

E0 : r 7! A(0)
q rA(0)†

q (S10)

E1 : r 7! A(1)
q rqA(1)†

q (S11)

and effectively acting on the system of code qubits as

r 7! E0(r)⌦ |0ih0|a +E1(r)⌦ |1ih1|a . (S12)

This single-qubit dynamics can be also described in the Choi representation by the following single-qubit Choi matrices
in the elementary basis {|00i , |01i , |10i , |11i}

F(0) =
1
2

0

BB@

cos2 f
2 0 0 cos f

2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

cos f
2 0 0 1

1

CCA , F(1) =
1
2

0

BB@

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 sin2 f

2 0
0 0 0 0

1

CCA . (S13)

If we now consider the effects of the controlled loss and subsequent QND loss detection on the logical states we will
have that after the measurement of the ancilla the logical states |0Li, the |1Li and the |+iLi = (|0Li+ i |1Li)/

p
2 will

become

|0Li⌦ |0ai 7!

8
>><

>>:

|2000i⌦ |1ai with probability pL =
1
2

sin2 f
2

cos f
2 |0000i+ |1111i

(1+ cos2(f/2))1/2 ⌦ |0ai with probability 1� pL

(S14)

|1Li⌦ |0ai 7!

8
>><

>>:

|2001i⌦ |1ai with probability pL =
1
2

sin2 f
2

cos f
2 |0001i+ |1110i

(1+ cos2(f/2))1/2 ⌦ |0ai with probability 1� pL

(S15)

|+iLi⌦ |0ai 7!

8
>>><

>>>:

|2000i+ i |2001ip
2

⌦ |1ai with probability pL =
1
2

sin2 f
2

cos f
2 (|0000i+ i |0001i)+ |1111i+ i |1110i

(2+2cos2(f/2))1/2 ⌦ |0ai with probability 1� pL

(S16)
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Note that for example for the four data qubits initially prepared in the |+iLi state, and if the ancilla qubit is found in the
state |0ia (i.e. no loss detected), this non-unitary time evolution results in the following (ideal) expectation value of the
X-type stabilizer

hSX
1 i= hX1X2X3X4i=

4cos(f/2)
3+ cosf

⇡ 1� f 4

128
, (S17)

where the approximation in the last step holds for small loss rates, i.e. f ⌧ 1.
Symmetric loss from both computational basis states. – Complementary to the scenario of loss from state |0i only,

we also investigate the effects of loss occurring symmetrically from both computational basis states, and the subsequent
QND detection for this case. To this end, we realize a loss operation from |1i by transferring qubit population via the
coherent rotation

eRloss(f) = |0ih0|q + cos
f
2

⇣
|1ih1|q + |2ih2|q

⌘
+ sin

f
2

⇣
|1ih2|q � |2ih1|q

⌘
, (S18)

which can be realized by interleaving the Induce loss operation in Fig. S1a between two single qubit bit-flip operations
Xq. The latter effectively interchanges the roles of states |0i and |1i.

In this case the single qubit process arising from the QND measurement can be still described by two maps eE0 and eE1
similar to the ones in Eq. (S10) and Eq. (S11) where the non-unitary operators read

eA(0)
q = |0ih0|q + cos

f
2
|1ih1|q , (S19)

eA(1)
q = sin

f
2
|2ih1|q . (S20)

and the Choi matrices of the single-qubit dynamics take the form

eF(0) =
1
2

0

BB@

1 0 0 cos f
2

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

cos f
2 0 0 cos2 f

2

1

CCA , eF(1) =
1
2

0

BB@

0 0 0 0
0 sin2 f

2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

1

CCA . (S21)

With the two realizations of the loss channel described above, we can implement two different scenarios, namely (i) a
symmetric loss channel and (ii) a quantum erasure channel:

(i) For the symmetric loss channel the loss is implemented via Eq. (S1) with a probability of 50% and via Eq. (S18)
with a probability of 50%. In this case the data qubit state will be mapped, if no loss is detected in the QND measurement,
to

r 7! 1
2

⇣
E0(r)+ eE0(r)

⌘
(S22)

and the corresponding Choi matrix will be

F(0)
sym =

1
2

⇣
F(0) + eF(0)

⌘
=

1
4

0

BB@

1+ cos2 f
2 0 0 2cos f

2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

2cos f
2 0 0 1+ cos2 f

2

1

CCA . (S23)

Experimental data from the implementation of this symmetric loss channel is discussed below, in Sec. IV.
(ii) The quantum erasure channel can be implemented in the following way: first a loss event is realized via Eq. (S1), i.e.

by inducing partial loss from the state |0i, then this is followed by the QND loss measurement. Only if this measurement
indicates that no loss has been detected, another partial loss via Eq. (S18), i.e. in this case now from the state |1i is induced,
followed by a subsequent QND measurement. The overall sequence can be described by the following process

r 7! (1� pL)(1� epL)eA(0)
q A(0)

q rA(0)†
q eA(0)†

q +(1� pL)epLeA(1)
q r eA(1)†

q + pLA(1)
q rA(1)†

q (S24)

where, for a data qubit in an arbitrary initial state a |0iq +b |1iq, the probabilities are

pL = |a|2 sin2 f
2

epL =
|b |2 sin2(f/2)

(|a|2 cos2(f/2)+ |b |2) . (S25)
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In this case the process (S24) reduces, as desired, to

r 7! cos2 f
2

r + sin2 f
2
|2ih2|q , (S26)

where the data qubit is lost (i.e. ending in state |2iq) with probability ploss = sin2 f
2 , and remains unaffected with probability

1� ploss, independent of its initial state.
Characterization of the experimental loss detection operation. – In the following, complementary experimental data

characterizing the QND loss detection unit depicted in Fig. 3 in the main text is presented. We start by further analyzing
the performance of mapping loss onto the ancilla qubit. Results presented so far in Fig. 3 in the main text were performed
on the full 5-qubit string according to the loss detection and correction circuit. To study the effect of the extra three qubits,
i.e. the effect of imperfect hiding and unhiding operations, we repeat the experiments isolated on a 2-qubit string. The loss
detection sub-circuit is tested by driving the loss transition Rloss(f) on qubit 1 and measuring the population in the D5/2-
state on both qubit 1 and ancilla qubit. This measurement does not distinguish between the different Zeeman sublevels of
the D5/2-state manifold. Fig. S2 shows that in both cases loss detected by the ancilla qubit matches the loss induced on
qubit 1 within statistical uncertainties. The quantified detection efficiency for the full 5-qubit string is 96.5(4)%, with a
false positive rate of 3(+1

�1) % and a false negative rate of 1(+1
�1) %. In the 2-qubit case the detection efficiency is 99.6(3)%

with a false positive rate of 0.6( +1
�0.6) % and a false negative rate of 0.2(+0.1

�0.1) %. The difference in detection efficiency
is mainly due to imperfect hiding and unhiding operations induced by single-qubit addressing errors. The error bars in
Fig. 3b in the main text and Fig. S2 correspond to 1 standard deviation of statistical uncertainty due to quantum projection
noise. For the 5-qubit (2-qubit) case 200 (100) experimental cycles were implemented.

Figure S2. Investigating the performance of the 2-qubit QND loss detection unit from Fig. 3b. In addition to the results on the full
5-qubit string depicted in Fig. 3b in the main text we compare to an isolated experiment on 2-qubits only. Population in the D5/2-state
of qubit 1 (directly measured loss) and ancilla qubit (detected loss) measured after loss detection. Controlled loss up to 100 % with
respect to |0i was introduced. The estimated detection efficiencies for the 5-qubit and 2-qubit system are 96.5(4)% and 99.6(3)%,
respectively. Error bars correspond to 1 standard deviation of statistical uncertainty due to quantum projection noise. This demonstrates
that the occurrence of a loss event can be reliably mapped onto the ancilla qubit and read out in a QND fashion.

Next, we present our experimental findings on the single qubit process describing the QND detection according to
Eq. (S13) for the loss from |0i and according to Eq. (S23) for the symmetric loss. We explicitly focus on the non-unitary
map F(0) characterizing the no loss case. Therefore generalized single qubit quantum process tomography was applied to
qubit 1, whereupon the single qubit Choi matrices were reconstructed in the elementary basis {|00i , ..., |11i}. Experiments
were implemented on both the full 5-qubit string as well as isolated on a 2-qubit string. The estimated process fidelities
with the ideal non-unitary map F(0) are shown in Fig. S3a together with plots of the associated reconstructed single
qubit Choi matrices for loss rates f 2 {0.10p,0.53p,0.81p} in Fig. S3b. In order to estimate the uncertainty of the values
presented here and in Fig. 3c in the main text we re-sample the data given by generalized quantum process tomography via
a multinomial distribution and assigned the respective standard deviation, received from 100 iterations, as the statistical
uncertainty.
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Data for the non-unitary map F(0)
sym together with the reconstructed single-qubit Choi matrices for the symmetric loss

channel are shown in Fig. S4. The data clearly show the symmetric behavior, as expected for equal-weighted loss from
both computational basis states. They also show the expected deviation from the identity operation, which - similar as for
loss from |0i only - becomes more pronounced for higher loss rates.
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Figure S3. Loss from |0i: Tomographic reconstruction of the non-unitary single qubit map F(0) of Eq. S13, characterizing the
QND measurement in the no loss case. a, Process-fidelities of the non-unitary map F(0), when working on both the full 5-qubit string
and isolated on 2-qubits only. Error bars correspond to 1 standard deviation of statistical uncertainty due to quantum projection noise.
b, Single qubit choi matrices F(0) in the elementary basis {|00i , . . . , |11i}, reconstructed from the full 5-qubit string for loss rates
indicated by the circles in Fig. a above. The Ideal Choi-operators, according to the map F(0) of Eq. S13, are denoted by the underlying
black frames.

In the final paragraph of this section we investigate the effect of the controlled loss on the logical state after the ancilla
measurement. To follow this idea, we initialize |+iLi and proceed with the loss detection as shown in Fig. S1. Controlled
loss between f = 0.1p and p is introduced on qubit 1. We study the case where we find the ancilla qubit in |0i, i.e.
in the absence of loss. Fig. S5 shows the results on the expectation values of the stabilizer generators SX

1 , SZ
1 and SZ

2 .
The maximum expectation values of the Z-stabilizers remain unaffected by the loss, whereas the expectation value for
SX

1 drops for increasing loss rates f according to Eqs. S16 and S17. The underlying modelled curve for SX
1 represents

the ideal outcome biased with the experimentally measured SX
1 value, extracted from the lowest loss rate at f = 0.1p .

The error bars correspond to 1 standard deviation of statistical uncertainty due to quantum projection noise. In total 200
experimental cycles were implemented. The results show that the experiment and theory predictions of the effect of loss
and QND detection are in good agreement.

IV. ADDITIONAL DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION ON THE 1+4-QUBIT LOSS DETECTION AND
CORRECTION ALGORITHM

Here, we provide complementary results on the full 1+4-qubit loss detection and correction algorithm for the logical
input states {|0Li , |1Li , |+iLi = (|0Li+ i |1Li)/

p
(2)} under three different loss rates f 2 {0.1p,0.2p,0.5p}. Next to

fidelities, expectation values for stabilizers and logical operators the remaining population in the code space PCS was esti-
mated according to P̂CS |yi= PCS |yi. Here, P̂CS represents the projector onto the code space, defined as the simultaneous
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Figure S4. Loss from |0i and |1i (symmetric): Tomographic reconstruction of the non-unitary single qubit map F(0)
sym of

Eq. (S23), characterizing the QND measurement in the no loss case. a, Process-fidelities of the non-unitary map F(0)
sym, when

working on both the full 5-qubit string and isolated on 2-qubits only. Error bars correspond to 1 standard deviation of statistical un-
certainty due to quantum projection noise. b, Single qubit Choi matrices F(0)

sym in the elementary basis {|00i , . . . , |11i}, reconstructed
from the full 5-qubit string for loss rates indicated by the circles in Fig. a above. The Ideal Choi-operators, according to the map F(0)

sym
of Eq. (S23), are denoted by the underlying black frames.

+1 eigenspace given by all generators of the stabilizer group {SX
1 ,S

Z
1 ,S

Z
2} and {eSX

1 ,
eSZ

1} for the 4-qubit and reconstructed
reconstructed 3-qubit logical encoding, respectively. The general expression for the code space projector reads:

P̂CS = ’
i

1
2
(1+SX

i )’
j

1
2
(1+SZ

j ) (S27)

which becomes

P̂CS =
1
8
(1+SX

1 +SZ
1 +SZ

2 +SX
1 SZ

1 SZ
2 +SX

1 SZ
1 +SX

1 SZ
2 +SZ

1 SZ
2 ) (S28)

with SX
1 = X1X2X3X4, SZ

1 = Z1Z2, SZ
2 = Z1Z3, SZ

1 = Z1Z2, SX
1 SZ

1 SZ
2 =�X1Y2Y3X4, SX

1 SZ
1 =�Y1Y2X3X4, SX

1 SZ
2 =�Y1X2Y3X4,

and SZ
1 SZ

2 = Z2Z3 for the original code, and

ˆ̃PCS =
1
4
(1+ S̃X

1 + S̃Z
1 + S̃X

1 S̃Z
1 ) (S29)

with S̃X
1 = X2X3X4, S̃Z

1 = Z2Z3 and S̃X
1 S̃Z

1 =�Y2Y3X4 for the reconstructed code.
All results presented in Fig. 2 in the main text and in Tabs. S1, S2 and S3 were extracted from full 4-qubit quantum state

tomography using linear state reconstruction technique. In order to estimate the uncertainty of these values we re-sample
the data given by quantum state tomography via a multinomial distribution and assigned the respective standard deviation,
received from 100 iterations, as the statistical uncertainty. In order to receive enough experimental data under both loss
cases for state reconstruction, we adjusted the number of experimental cycles depending on the induced loss rate. The
corresponding values on cycle numbers read: 1000 cycles for f = 0.1p , 600 cycles for f = 0.2p and 200 cycles for
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Figure S5. Experimental investigations on the effect of the controlled loss on the logical state |+iLi after the ancilla qubit
measurement. We explicitly study the no loss case. The maximum expectation values for the Z-stabilizers remain unaffected by
the loss, whereas the expectation value for SX

1 drops with increasing loss rate according to Eqs. S16 and S17. The simulated curve
represents the ideal outcome biased with the experimental measured SX

1 , extracted from the lowest loss rate at f = 0.1p . The error bars
correspond to 1 standard deviation of statistical uncertainty due to quantum projection noise.

f = 0.5p . Tabs. S1, S2 and S3 contain the entire data gained on the 1+4-qubit loss detection and correction algorithm.
Each table is assigned to one of the logical input states {|0Li , |1Li , |+iLi= (|0Li+ i |1Li)/

p
(2)} and includes data on in

total three different loss rates f 2 {0.1p,0.2p,0.5p}.

encoding

PCS SX
1 SZ

1 SZ
2 SX

1 SZ
1 SZ

2 SX
1 SZ

1 SX
1 SZ

2 SZ
1 SZ

2 T X TY T Z

0.88(1) 0.84(6) 0.95(1) 0.94(1) 0.80(6) 0.80(6) 0.78(6) 0.95(1) 0.01(2) -0.01(3) 0.94(1)

no-loss

f (p) PCS SX
1 SZ

1 SZ
2 SX

1 SZ
1 SZ

2 SX
1 SZ

1 SX
1 SZ

2 SZ
1 SZ

2 T X TY T Z

0.1 0.74(1) 0.59(2) 0.85(1) 0.86(1) 0.58(3) 0.59(3) 0.51(3) 0.90(1) -0.02(1) -0.13(1) 0.84(1)
0.2 0.72(1) 0.57(4) 0.87(1) 0.87(1) 0.48(3) 0.57(3) 0.49(3) 0.91(1) -0.02(1) -0.14(1) 0.84(1)
0.5 0.67(2) 0.40(8) 0.80(2) 0.82(2) 0.52(7) 0.46(7) 0.45(7) 0.92(1) -0.06(2) -0.10(3) 0.79(2)

loss

f (p) PCS eSX
1

eSZ
1

eSX
1
eSZ

1
eT X eTY eT Z

0.1 0.43(4) 0.19(16) 0.60(5) -0.05(16) 0.00(3) 0.06(5) 0.53(4)
0.2 0.61(5) 0.53(15) 0.51(5) 0.41(15) 0.00(3) -0.06(6) 0.63(4)
0.5 0.66(4) 0.63(11) 0.59(4) 0.40(12) 0.00(2) -0.05(4) 0.65(3)

Table S1. logical state |0Li: Complementary experimental data on the 1+4-qubit loss detection and correction algorithm (see Fig. 2 in
the main text) including results on three different loss rates f .

V. IMPERFECTIONS IN THE QND LOSS DETECTION

From the data in the previous section in the case of low loss rates, namely f 2 {0.1p,0.2p}, we find that the proba-
bility of success for reconstructing the code after loss is lower than for the higher loss rate f = 0.5p . We relate this to
imperfections in the QND loss detection unit. Let’s assume the error on the detection unit is of the same order as the loss
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encoding

PCS SX
1 SZ

1 SZ
2 SX

1 SZ
1 SZ

2 SX
1 SZ

1 SX
1 SZ

2 SZ
1 SZ

2 T X TY T Z

0.88(1) 0.74(8) 0.94(1) 0.95(1) 0.74(7) 0.82(6) 0.88(5) 0.95(1) -0.01(2) 0.04(3) -0.93(1)

no-loss

f (p) PCS SX
1 SZ

1 SZ
2 SX

1 SZ
1 SZ

2 SX
1 SZ

1 SX
1 SZ

2 SZ
1 SZ

2 T X TY T Z

0.1 0.78(1) 0.68(3) 0.86(1) 0.85(1) 0.70(2) 0.63(3) 0.64(2) 0.89(1) -0.02(1) 0.10(1) -0.83(1)
0.2 0.78(1) 0.67(3) 0.86(1) 0.86(1) 0.64(3) 0.65(3) 0.63(3) 0.90(1) -0.03(1) 0.09(2) -0.81(1)
0.5 0.70(1) 0.61(6) 0.78(2) 0.80(2) 0.57(7) 0.51(7) 0.46(7) 0.89(1) 0.04(1) 0.07(3) -0.74(2)

loss

f (p) PCS eSX
1

eSZ
1

eSX
1
eSZ

1
eT X eTY eT Z

0.1 0.41(6) 0.23(18) 0.44(5) -0.01(16) 0.00(3) -0.04(5) -0.43(6)
0.2 0.61(5) 0.49(14) 0.61(4) 0.36(14) -0.02(3) 0.01(5) -0.59(5)
0.5 0.78(3) 0.80(8) 0.80(3) 0.52(13) -0.09(3) 0.09(5) -0.72(3)

Table S2. logical state |1Li: Complementary experimental data on the 1+4-qubit loss detection and correction algorithm (see Fig. 2 in
the main text) including results on three different loss rates f .

encoding

PCS SX
1 SZ

1 SZ
2 SX

1 SZ
1 SZ

2 SX
1 SZ

1 SX
1 SZ

2 SZ
1 SZ

2 T X TY T Z

0.84(2) 0.74(5) 0.94(1) 0.92(1) 0.78(6) 0.66(7) 0.78(6) 0.92(1) 0.01(2) 0.92(1) -0.04(3)

no-loss

f (p) PCS SX
1 SZ

1 SZ
2 SX

1 SZ
1 SZ

2 SX
1 SZ

1 SX
1 SZ

2 SZ
1 SZ

2 T X TY T Z

0.1 0.76(1) 0.60(2) 0.88(1) 0.87(1) 0.63(2) 0.60(2) 0.61(3) 0.91(1) -0.02(1) 0.81(1) 0.00(1)
0.2 0.72(1) 0.58(4) 0.88(1) 0.85(1) 0.52(4) 0.52(4) 0.55(4) 0.89(1) -0.03(1) 0.79(1) 0.01(1)
0.5 0.66(1) 0.48(3) 0.82(1) 0.82(1) 0.48(4) 0.39(4) 0.41(4) 0.90(1) -0.07(1) 0.75(1) 0.02(1)

loss

f (p) PCS eSX
1

eSZ
1

eSX
1
eSZ

1
eT X eTY eT Z

0.1 0.49(6) 0.25(16) 0.57(5) 0.15(15) 0.11(3) 0.51(5) -0.01(7)
0.2 0.61(5) 0.55(14) 0.56(4) 0.33(13) 0.13(3) 0.47(4) 0.06(5)
0.5 0.80(2) 0.81(4) 0.80(2) 0.59(6) 0.13(1) 0.80(2) 0.01(2)

Table S3. logical state |+iLi: Complementary experimental data on the 1+4-qubit loss detection and correction algorithm (see Fig. 2
in the main text) including results on three different loss rates f .

rate, then many of the measurement cycles detected as loss will be false positives. This limits the performance for current
system parameters in the regime of low qubit loss rates.

In order to quantitatively study this effect, we model imperfections in the QND loss detection by a depolarizing noise-
channel on each individual qubit. Since loss is induced on the lower qubit state S1/2(m = �1/2) = |0i, complete loss
(f = p) of this state leads to an overall loss rate of 50% for the encoded GHZ-state, where half of the population occupies
the D5/2(m =�1/2) = |1i state. Taking this into account (with a factor 0.5 in front of the sin2-term) our model reads:

r �! p
3

3

Â
k=1

M(k)(r)+(1� p)r with M(k)(r) =
1
4 Â

i2{x,y,z,id}
s (k)†

i rs (k)
i (S30)

and p =
pQND

pQND +0.5sin2(f/2)
. (S31)

The error-rate pQND includes all noise collected throughout the QND loss detection unit, i.e. errors on the specific
gates for mapping loss onto the ancilla qubit, hiding and unhiding operations on qubits 1,2,3 and 4 for the ancilla qubit’s
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addressed readout complemented by errors on the ancilla readout itself. In Fig. S5 we plot the model against the measured
data prepared in logical |1Li, previously presented in Tab. S2. Based on this experimental data we estimate an error-rate
of pQND = 3.3%.

Figure S6. Modelling an imperfect QND-detection scheme under the assumption of an independent depolarizing noise channel
on each qubit. The theoretical model (lines) shows good agreement with the experimental data (points with error bars). The error bars
correspond to 1 standard deviation of statistical uncertainty due quantum projection noise.

The imperfections predominantly originate from addressing errors when hiding and unhiding the qubits preventing
them from taking part in the QND loss detection. For faulty experimental shots, where one of those qubits is not hidden
in the upper D5/2(m = +1/2) level, it will affect the loss detection measurement. Hence it is likely to happen that the
particular experimental cycle assigns to the wrong loss case. By improving the addressing optics such errors could be
further suppressed.


